Analysis of a hot spot for DNA insertion suggests a mechanism for Ig switch recombination.
We recently reported that transfected DNA inserts into the VDJ-Cmu intron much more frequently than into average DNA, and that insertion within this intron occurs preferentially into the switch region. To gain information about the mechanisms involved in DNA insertion, we sequenced the 5' and 3' junctions of typical transformants. Although the junction sequences did not indicate a preferred insertion motif within the switch region, our results suggest that joining of the transfected and chromosomal DNAs is facilitated by short regions of identity. Our analysis of the insertions into the non-switch part of the intron suggests that breakage of the chromosomal DNA occurs preferentially at sites that are flanked by short complementary sequences. This correlation suggests that the self-complementary DNA might form short stem-loops, which, in turn, are prone to enzymatic cleavage and thus facilitate the insertion of transfected DNA. A model is proposed in which this effect can account for both the higher than average frequency of insertion into the VDJ-Cmu intron and the preference for the switch region within this intron. An extension of this model is proposed to explain why the repetitive switch regions are the preferred breakage/rejoining sites for isotype switch rearrangements.